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ALTERNATION IN NORMAL &ND FRONTAL MONKEYS AS A
FUNCTION OF RESPONSE AND OUTCOME OF THE

PREWOUS TRIAL’

WULIAM A. WILSON,

Brw Alawr C&ge

Normal monkeys ctin learn to perform well
on the delayed-alternation task; monkeys
with bil;tteral Irsi{)ns of Ihe lateral frontal
cortex cannot (J:i{’obsen & Nissen, 1937). In
lhis experiment, ;i[tention is drawn to two
clvaract erist ics of the usual delayed-alt erna -
tion test, and each of those is varied, in order
to determine whether they affect the behavior
of monkeys and to facilitate analysis of tnal-
by-tnal influences upon alternation behavior.

Mtemation is usually preen ted with the
rerun correet ion tmhnique: When S makes an
error, the next trial is presented with the
reward unmoved, so that on this trial S can
“correct” by going to the side which was
baited on its unrewarded trial. An obvious
variation of this is to run the series as a strict
nonco-tion procedure; when S makes an
error, the reward is nevertheless moved
(altematti), so that S must go again to the
side which was previously unbaited in order
to be correct.

Alternation is usually presented as a con-
tingent procedure, in the sense that the infor-
mat ion available to .$ on each t riAl depends to
some extent upon the response that S has
made. Thus, the response (of opening a box,
displacing a focsdwel[ cover, etc.) customarily
lets S see whether or not there is a reward in
the box or foodwell responded to? but does
not inform S whether or not the response not

-e would have been rewarded. The obvious
variation here is to arrange the apparatus so

that response to either side opens both sides
[and thus information is not contingent on
the response made), although S can only get
@e reward ~ it is on the side responded to.

1This e~ment was performed at the Institute of
Living and was sup~rted in part by the Research and
Devebpment Division, Ofie of the Sursreon Gneral,

JR.

.
METIIOD

Eight rhesus nlotlkeys serve[l :is .Ss; four of these
animals had received cortical al~lations approximately
15 mo. previous [o this testing. ‘l’hey had ail l~ecn
used by J. S. Stamm preoperatively anrl postopcra-
tive]y in an experiment on social behavior in ~ f{~o{l-
reward situation, and in an e~[xriment il~volving
pressing a bar for food reward on a DRL whedule.
They had had no previous training on an alternation
task.

hsions

The monkeys in the experimental group had re-
eeiverf one+tage bilateral resections of an anterofrontal
cortical area eorresportding approximately to von
Benin and Bailey’s (1W7) are% FD; the general surgi-
cal and histological ptiedures have been previously.
described (Rlbram, Mishkin, Rosvold, & Kapkn,
1952). Copies of ~he reconstructions of the lesions may
he obtained from the author; they are quite similar to
others which are already available (Mishkin & Pri-
bram, 1955).

APparatm

Within a Wixonsin Gneral Testing Apparatus, S
was presented with a sf~ial testing board, consisting
of a black hori~n tal surface ur~n which were mounted
two bhck plaslic boxes separated by a tr~sparent
Plexiglas barrier. The boxes, which serve<l a~ covers
for sl]allow foodwerls, were birrgecl at the back and
weighted. An aluminum clip could be attached to
connect the boxes so that if the front of either box
were stightly raised, both would fly open. For those
trials on which it was desired that response to a given.
box wourd uuse only that box to open, “half-clips”
we~ attached to eaeh of the boxes, @ving an appearance
quite similar to, although probably diseriminable
from, the single-clip situation.

Procedure

Preliminary training was confined to 2 days. On the
tit day, Ss learned to open transparent kxes of the
same desi~ as those used in the e.~riment proper
but mounted on a different hoard. @ the second day,
the regular testing board and opaque boxes were em-
DIOV~. On all but the last trial s was permitted 10

~part~errt of the Army, under Contraei No. DA49~
: W7-MD-7~. Preparation of the re~rt was f~iiitated

bY -t M-M72 from the Nationaf 2rrstitute of
~erttal Hdtb, united Stat- Public H~lth ~Mce.

.-
open =ch of the two box~ in turn and to get rewards
placed under each. On the last trial the clip was used, .
so only one opening response was required.

The Ss rweived M scored trirds a day for 20 days. ‘
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TABLE 1

MEAN NtiBER o? RSSPONSE AL~RNAfiONS SN 200
TXIALS UWER EAW h-~

Pmredure ! Nti I Fmtals

Correction-Contingent ‘ 113.00 30.25
Correction-NoncontinKent 104.30, 30.30
Noncorrection-Con tingent lod.m / 79.W
Noncorrection-Noncontingent 103.00 I ,76.30.

&h t=ting day consisted of four series of 10 triats
each, conducted under a different one of the four
procedures described below. & a given day each of the
four normal animals was -ed to a different order
of procedures,such thst each procedure was first for
one normaf S, second for another, etc.; furthermore,
for each. S, within any block of 4 da~, each procedure
was tit on one day, wend on another day, etc, &h
operated animal received the same quence of testing
as one of the normal Ss.

A sin~e pemut served as the reward throughout
the experiment. For the mr-tionentitrgent wriss of
triafs, the reward was atways ptaced on the side other
than the one S had fast qndsrf to, and the two
M<tips were used; for correctimt-noncontingent, the
single clip was used. In the noncorrection<ontingent
procedure, the reward was always pked under the
box that had not been baited on the previous trial,
and the haffdips were u*. For noncorr~tion-
noncontin~nt, the single cfip again was empfoyert.
The intert rial interval was approximately 5 sec.

@h series of trials wa~ l)rcceded hy an unscored

free trial. For a frcw trial, t hc rewarti was placed where
it would have hcen if lhe pretkt~us writs of trials were
being rt}ntinutil, hut th(: INJK (t)r tmxes if !he new
seri~ WM to hs no!]cont ingent ) was oIx.!), For the first
scored trial of a wries, then, the reward was placed
on the other side.

u

a f~itful artdysis of trial-by-trial influent ~.
upon alternation. Under the correction
procedure, a korrect response is equivalent to
a response alternation, so that alternation
following a leward cannot be separated from
alternation following a previous alternation.
The noncorrection procedures allow us II,
untie these variables and to assess separately
the relationship to a succeeding alternation of
a previous alternation and a previous reward.

Thus the percentages of alternation weru
computed separately for triak (0) following a
trial on which S had alternated and been
rewarded, (b) following a trial on which 3 had
alternated and not been rewarded,’ (c) follow.
ing a trial on which S had not alternated and
had been rewarded, and (d) following a trial
on which S had, not alternated and had not
beeri rewarded. (~ch of these percentages of
alternation was computed separately for the
contingent and the nonctitingent series, hut
no significant or suggestive clifferences were
noted for either normal or operated Ss; the
results of these two series have been combined
in the data presented in ‘Table 2.)

It is apparent that both. previous reward
and previous alt emation strongly affect
normals; having alternated on the last trial
and having not been rewarded on the last
trial both lead to an inc~ased ptobab[lity of
alternating on the succeeding trial, and their
effects are approximately additive. Frontals-- ------ \

/ w
NsmTs PEStCtt~AGE OF ALTERNATION AS A FUNmION o?

In Table 1 are shown, for each group, the. &m-N& Am WmsaE OF ~E~ING TRIAL

mean number of res~onse’ alternations made
under each of the p~ocedures. Only a few of
the scores go much above 1~ (5070), but the
effect of lesion upon tendency to alternate is
borne out. Art analysis of variance of the data
broken down into five blocks of trials disclosed
no source of variation significant at the .05
level except the effect of lesion and the effect
of blocks. h other words, there is no evidence

s
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394
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fire affected by their previous behavior,
,Ilternating more if they have just alternated,
but are unaffected by the presence or absence
t}f reward. An analysis of variance supports
[his conclusion. The effect of alternation is
significant @ < .Wl) as is the effect of lesion
P < .05). There is a significant main effect
of reward, but there is ah a significant
lesion X reward interaction (both p’s <
,01). The other interactions do not approach
~ignificance.

Since all alternation rates tended to increase
during the course of the experiment, additional
3nalyses were run on the four alternation rates

computd for each of five blocks of 160 trials.
For neither of the groups was there a significant
Interaction involving blocks. The differences.
between the groups with respect to the impor-
tance of previous response and previous ou I-
tome are constant over blocks and cannot
imply be ascribed to difference in overall
~itemation tendency.

DISCUSSION

The fact that frontal operatees maintain
:heir pat tems of response regardless of the
?resence or absence of reward on a given trial
,tnds itself to interpretation in terms of two
iommon theories of frontal lobe function. We
my emphasize the lack of influence of the
~ition of the reward and seek to explain the
rmults in terms of some theory of a loss in
:he inhibition of appetitive mechanisms. Or
*e may emphasize the resiliency of the altema-
[ionor perseveration tendencies established by
:he‘previous response and conclude that the
~:ontal operatee dispiays a loss of response
ohibition. As t hev are usually stated, however,
each of these inhibition theories is unable to
.Ubsume’a]] of the available data, as Rosvold
:nd Mishkin (1%1) have recently pointed
9ut.

A view presented by Mishkin, Prockop, and
~osvold (1%2), which mav be considered a
;ariety of the ‘response inhibition theory, does
lcorporate many of the prevtius data and
~me of those offered here. They propose that
:ontal operatees in particular have difficulty
~ relinquishing stronglv preferred responses,
rcsumab]y whether guided by stimuli or by

revious respnnses. Thus, if we consider that
ie rmpnses of our SS fall into the classes

“a]tematet~ and ‘{~~evemte,” the response to

perseverate is the preferred one (chosen
approximately 67 Yo of the time) when the
previous response also has been one of per-
severation. Normals tend to relinquish this
response if it is not rewarded, frontals do not.

Jvhen the previous res~nse has been an
alternation, however, no~l $s show no
strong preference between the two responses,
and yet here, too, the lack of reward does not
have, for frontals, the normal effect upon the
succeeding rtiponse. This would seem to be a
situation in which the Mishkin theory would
predict that frontals would not be different
from normals (as would be also tests of rti-
tia~ of delayed response or alternation).

\\e return then to the idea that frontals
are not so affected as normals by the outcome
of previous trials. (For a similar view, see
1’ribram, 1~.) Since the two groups show
similar response patterns when the previous
trial is rewaded, it might be suggested that
the frontals are particularly unresponsive to
the absence of r~ard. It would, however
encompass more data to suggest they differ
from normal animals in the distribution over
time of the effect of reward. In a generally
rewarding situation, such as a WGTA testing
situation, the animal tends to respond as if
reward were continually p~nt. There is
obviously not a complete lack of effect of the
time of reward; these animals do learn dis-
crimination problems and often respond above
chance on delayed response. But when the
chance of confusion between trials is maximized
(e.g., by delay periods within trials, or by
massing of numbers of trials) or the necessity
for localizing the time of reward is maximized
(e.g., discrimination reversal training, or train-
ing to nonpreferred stimulus) their deficit
becomes noticeable.

Regardless of the usefulness of these various
lines of speculation, it should be noted that in
the experiment reported here, the frontal
operatees do not appear to perseverate more
than normals when they zre rewarded. In terms
of this tiding and of the discussion above,
it would be desirable to study the behavior of
normal and operated monkeys in a two-choice
situation with reward distributed between the
two sides according to various random sched-
ules over the entire range from O-Oto 100-100.
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monkeys. J. comp. Psycltol.,1937, 23, ]o I 11: I

Four normal and four frontal-operated MISHKIN, M., & PRIBRAM, K. H. Analysis of th. ,:

monkeys were tested within an alternation
fects of frontal lesions in monkey: 1. Va ri:l.Ill., ~ ;;:;;;;;!

of delayed alttrn.ation. J. c~n~P.Pltysifll. Psyc~I(i.
situation. For different series of trials, either a 1955.48. 492+95. I
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contingent or noncontingent prmedure deter-
with frontal lesions. J. cornp.PIIYsio1. Pty()ItJi.
1%2, M; 178-181. Iminedthe information available after a PRIBRAM,K. H. The intrinsic systems of the foret~r~]~

response. Neither of thee variabl~ afiect~~. In J. field (Ed.), ~fun~ook Of P/~ys@ogy. vol. 2 \

the alternation xores; normals always alter-
~ashin@on, D. C.: Americarr Physiolotital
Wlety, lM. Pp. 1323-lM

uted more than frontals. Analysis of pairs of PRSISRAM,K. H., MISSSKIN,M., ROSVOLO,H. E., & !
triab shows that for both groups alternation KAPLAN, S. J. Effects on dtkyed-r=pon= l~r

was more fikely after alternation on the formance of =ns of rforsolateral and vent ro- i

previous trial. While normals alternated more
mdld frorstd @rtex of ba~~. ~. cOrnP.P~IY$1*J
PsYcM., 1952,46. =-575.

i

when they had not been rewarded on the Rkvom, H. E., & MSSSSWN,M. Non-sensory e!Ter~. f
previous trial, this. factor did not aPPr tO of frontal lesions on discrimination karning an,I

aff~t the behavior of the frontak.
performance. In J. F. Delafresnaye (~.), Br{]tm
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